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Swing & klezmer
Take a carp and stuff it, you get the gefilte fish, the most famous dish of eastern 
European Jewish cookery.

For the Gefilte Swing, it is the same recipe: stuff some klezmer with popular 
American music from the 20 and 30ies: fox trot, charleston and swing.
The Gefilte Swing play the klezmer tunes as jazz standards. And as for jazz, 
improvisation takes a great part in the band’s playing.

The gefilte swing mix together klezmer and swing, and takes over a trend which had 
started in the 20’s. With Dave Tarras et Naftule Brandwein, both Eastern European 
musicians who landed in the US in the early twentieth, began the introduction of 
jazz in klezmer.

With the next generation and people like Sam Musiker and Ziggy Elman, klezmer 
and swing are brought closer. Today with the Gefilte Swing, they never let go of 
each other and live happily ever after.

As to keep a foot in the 20th and its klezmer and jazz music(s), the Gefilte Swing 
were formed in December 1999. Back then, it brought together a singer and four 
instrumentalists: a sax-clarinettist, a trombonist, a guitarist and a contrabassist. 
Later the band grew bigger and many musicians came, passing on their energy. The 
sound also changed, from gypsy to a spirit more closed to klezmer orchestras and 
small swing formations of the 30’s.
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The band

Missirlou: voice
With an instrumentalist formation (classic formation and pop-rock guitar), 
Missirlou was raised to the sounds of jazz and classical music, before learning 
singing. Embracing a cultural Ashkenazy heritage, she got interested in the 
Yiddish songs’ repertory. She joined Jacinta’s choral who was a real mentor 
to her. Through her teaching she became aware of a Yiddish way of singing. 
She ended up submerging herself in Yiddish itself and its literature. Beside 
the Gefilte Swing, she plays in a jazz quartet and in solo (world music, French 
song…). She’s always anxious to give of traditional music an interpretation 
that feeds on other cultures.

Laurent Vassort: trumpet
Laurent Vassort won the trumpet price at the 
Conservatoire régional in Aubervilliers. He teaches 
musical instruments playing, solfege and musical 
initiation. Beside the Gefilte Swing, he plays in jazz and 
funk orchestras. He thus brings to the band energy and 
joy, without which klezmer music would not really be 
klezmer.

Alexandre Litwak:
clarinet, alto-sax, arrangements 
With an early passion for jazz clarinet, Alexandre Litwak 
listened to great jazz clarinettists as far as copying them. 
He also took classical music lessons. They allowed him to 
complete his technique and sonority.

His favourite style? in-between wars music. After forming, 
directing and arranging for many formations closed to this 
musical genre, he created the Gefilte Swing in 1999.
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Wilfried Touati: accordion 
With a passion for gypsy jazz and tango and previous 
member of a Balkan ensemble, he had to meet the Gefilte 
Swing! After a degree in chamber music and in musical 
formation, Wilfried also followed a year of intensive 
formation at the CNIMA Jacques Mornet, an accordion 
school in Auvergne. Today he is studying at the CRR of 
Aubervilliers with Frederic Guérouet. There he takes an 
improvisation masterclass with the great jazz accordionist 
Ludovic Beier.

Martin Rube: tuba
An eclectic musician, he can play any of the brass and not only 
jazz (swing but also New Orleans, modern jazz) but also funk, 
Caribbean music, rap… without mentioning his exploration of 
musical theatre (The Bonzos)! as for classical music, he played with 
Maurice André, he is a member of André’s son quintet, of the Paris 
Orchestra, of the Opéra Bastille, of the Toulouse Capitole… that 
doesn’t prevent him to play variety: after all, he took part in the 
Star Academy!

Clément Moreau: drums
Sound-engineer Clément Moraux studied the drums 
but also piano, guitar and bass at the Clamart music 
conservatory. The drums quickly became his first passion, 
so much so that them became his second occupation. He 
thus joined rock-pop-rock, salsa, afro-beat, samba and funk 
formations and, finally, the Gefilte Swing.
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“Yidl Mitn Swing”
This album leads to harmonic and rhythmic adventures, which go as far as Guadeloupian 
influences in “Rumania”. Nevertheless the “swing vibe” prevails.
It joins together with yiddish, klezmer and swing, to create soft, flowing and warm tones.

Tracks
Tantz ! 
Oy Mame! Bin Ikh Farlibt 
Rumania
Yidl Mitn Fidl 
Yosl Yosl 
Shein Vi Di Levone 
Silkene Pajamas & Epstein Nign 
Bessarabye

Voice Missirlou 
Trumpet Laurent Vassort 
Clarinet, alto-sax, arrangements  
Alexandre Litwak
Accordion Sylvain Jully
Tuba Yann Quéméré
Drums David Eleouet

Graphic design: Michel Abraham.
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“Nouvelles Recettes” (“New Recipes”)
In this album the band puts to the test a mix that became its “signature sound”: jazz in klezmer.
The choice made between the instruments clearer.
When the drums are traditionally represented/included in both jazz and klezmer orchestras, the 
Gefilte Swing are one of the few klezmer orchestras in France to include them.
On the other hand, despite/ our classical representation of a klezmer orchestra, there is no 
violin.

Tracks
Di Rayze Noch In Amerike
Fuftsn Yor Fun Der Heym Awek
Bay Mir Bistu Sheyne
Di Sapozhkelekh
Az der Rebe
Dos Tsigayner
Ikh Hob Dikh Tsu Fil Lib 
Der Shtiler Bulgar
Lebn Zol Palestina! 
Misirlu
Moskovitz Sirba 

Voice Missirlou 
Trumpet Laurent Vassort 
Clarinet, alto-sax,  
arrangements  
Alexandre Litwak
Accordion Philippe Zech
Tuba Yann Quéméré
Drums Laure Berthaume
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Press

Florence Noiville,  
Le Monde des Livres,  
11 May 2012
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Claude Hampel, Cahiers Bernard Lazare, February 2008
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Sandrine Swarc,
Actualité juive, 31 January 
2008

Paula Haddad,  
Tribune juive, N° 35, 2008
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Radio
24 September 2012
 “Musiques klezmer” by Edmond Ghrenassia on Radio Judaïca Lyon 

22 July 2012
“Latkes und Fiddlers” on Radio XP, interview by Jean-Gabriel Davies

19 June 2012
 “Unzer Magazine” on Judaïques FM, interview by Lise Gutman

15 March 2011
 “Musiques juives d’hier et d’aujourd’hui” on Judaïques FM, interview by Hervé Roten 

10 July 2010
 “Unzer Magazine” on Judaïques FM, interview by Ariel Tsion 

6 September 2009
 “Unzer Magazine” on Judaïques FM, interview by Ariel Tsion 

Internet
« Les Gefilte Swing au Festival A Vaulx Jazz » by Daniella Pinkstein, JewPop, 8 March 2016

Vidéo
Presentation of the festival « Contre-Plongées » in Clermont-Ferrand, July 2015



Contact
Alexandre Litwak
06 17 11 94 38
gefilte.swing@yahoo.fr
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